1. The Castle Loop
2. Riverside Loop
3. Tesco
4. Up the Clashmach
5. Town Loop

Perambulator
Huntly
When Clare Qualmann arrived in Huntly to start her project with Deveron Arts, she came equipped with two and doctors surgery; determining how easy it was to get Over her one month long residency Clare involved herself with Emma and Hamish, Rhona and Isabella, Susan and Joshua, Emma and Kieran, Theresa and her two children Jasmine and Brianna, Janice and Robin and Anna and Maila. All of whom are local mums with under-twos, who shared their knowledge and problems over the journeys and generated routes. She tested the boundaries of Huntly, experiences and the conversations she shared. As someone who has yet to give birth or raise a child, I can only imagine what it feels like to become a mum, thus I'm often unaware to the daily challenges they face. The architecture of a place, its land and townscape changes. cutting off access to a narrow pavement. Bin collection day demands detour after detour. Pavements and curbs that previously have never been considered a problem, issues are also a metaphor. By having a baby, mums have to redefine the space and environment they know. CATRIN JEANS space for conversation and for reflection. I'm interested with me to create a shared space, a social space, a to together while the babies sleep'.

My main motivations have been:
• Transport – getting from A to B (avoiding busy buses, steps down to the tube/up to the train etc.)
• Sleep – apart from when he was tiny, and a few terrible weeks when the lift in our block was broken, my son has done pretty much all of his napping in the pram. This means (up and walk him to sleep, and done have so once or twice a day for the last two and a half years that's all 1000+ nap walks!).

In fact the first 2 on the list have usually been conceived in combination with the third i.e. 'if I walk to
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